Influence of free water availability on a desert carnivore and herbivore
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Abstract

Anthropogenic manipulation of finite resources on the landscape to benefit individual species or communities is commonly employed by conservation and management agencies. One such action in arid regions is the construction and maintenance of water developments (i.e., wildlife guzzlers) adding free water on the landscape to buttress local populations, influence animal movements, or affect distributions of certain species of interest. Despite their prevalence, the utility of wildlife guzzlers remains largely untested. We employed a before–after control-impact (BACI) design over a 4-year period on the US Army Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, USA, to determine whether water availability at wildlife guzzlers influenced relative abundance of black-tailed jackrabbits Lepus californicus and relative use of areas near that resource by coyotes Canis latrans, and whether coyote visitations to guzzlers would decrease following elimination of water. Eliminating water availability at guzzlers did not influence jackrabbit relative abundance. Coyote relative use was impacted by water availability, with elimination of water reducing use in areas associated with our treatment, but not with areas associated with our control. Visitations of radio-collared coyotes to guzzlers declined nearly 3-fold following elimination of water. Our study provides the first evidence of a potential direct effect of water sources on a mammalian carnivore in an arid environment, but the ecological relevance of our finding is debatable. Future investigations aimed at determining water effects on terrestrial mammals could expand on our findings by incorporating manipulations of water availability, obtaining absolute estimates of population parameters and vital rates and incorporating fine-scale spatiotemporal data.
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The manipulation of limited resources on the landscape in an attempt to benefit individual species and communities is a practice commonly employed by wildlife management agencies, sportsmen groups, and conservation organizations. One such action in arid regions is the construction and maintenance of wildlife water developments (i.e., wildlife guzzlers), which adds availability of free water on a landscape in order to buttress populations, influence animal movements, or affect the distributions of species of interest, particularly certain game species or endangered species (Simpson et al. 2011; Larsen et al. 2012). For example, at the end of the last century, 10 of 11 state wildlife management agencies in the western United States reported ongoing water development programs with combined annual expenditures >US$1,000,000 (Rosenstock et al. 1999), and as of 2013, nearly 7,000 water developments had been constructed (Simpson et al. 2011). Furthermore, water developments are being utilized as a mitigation technique to offset military activities (Broyles 1995) and are forecasted to increase as a wildlife conservation and management tool in the western United States (Simpson et al. 2011). In addition, water developments are commonly used by ranchers in arid regions to improve habitat for livestock (Holecheck et al. 2010).
Despite their prevalence, little is known in regards to the influence of water developments on wildlife. First, the utility of artificial water developments has been questioned. Researchers speculate whether increased availability of free water benefits or harms species that are adapted to desert or arid conditions (Burkett and Thompson 1994; Cain et al. 2008). Essentially, the general notion that the direct uptake of free water by wildlife translates to a biological benefit (Leopold 1933) or that water use always equates to water need, has been challenged under certain conditions (Cain et al. 2008; Simpson et al. 2011). Second, researchers have posited that water developments may be deleterious, either by spreading disease, encouraging exotic species, hindering wilderness values, or negatively influencing populations of non-water dependent wildlife by increasing predation, predation risk, or competition (Broyles 1995; DeStefano et al. 2000; Bleich 2005; Larsen et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2013). Currently, the numbers of published works that merely discuss or debate water developments appear to outnumber data-driven field investigations.

Despite their prevalence, the utility of artificial water developments has been questioned. Researchers speculate whether increased availability of free water benefits or harms species that are adapted to desert or arid conditions (Burkett and Thompson 1994; Cain et al. 2008). Essentially, the general notion that the direct uptake of free water by wildlife translates to a biological benefit (Leopold 1933) or that water use always equates to water need, has been challenged under certain conditions. Furthermore, others have posited that water developments may be deleterious, either by spreading disease, encouraging exotic species, hindering wilderness values, or negatively influencing populations of non-water dependent wildlife by increasing predation, predation risk, or competition (Broyles 1995; DeStefano et al. 2000; Bleich 2005; Larsen et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2013).

Investigations lending empirical insight to the impacts of water developments on wildlife are rare, because the majority of studies have only chronicled the uptake of free water at said developments (Campbell and Remington 1979; Rosenstock et al. 2004; Morgart et al. 2005; Lynn et al. 2006). Though such studies have merit, they are unable to determine whether use of free water translates to a biological or ecological effect. Adding further complexity is the notion that effects of water developments on wildlife can be either direct or indirect. Others have posited that water developments may be deleterious, either by spreading disease, encouraging exotic species, hindering wilderness values, or negatively influencing populations of non-water dependent wildlife by increasing predation, predation risk, or competition (Broyles 1995; DeStefano et al. 2000; Bleich 2005; Larsen et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2013).

Investigations lending empirical insight to the impacts of water developments on wildlife are rare, because the majority of studies have only chronicled the uptake of free water at said developments (Campbell and Remington 1979; Rosenstock et al. 2004; Morgart et al. 2005; Lynn et al. 2006). Though such studies have merit, they are unable to determine whether use of free water translates to a biological or ecological effect. Adding further complexity is the notion that effects of water developments on wildlife can be either direct or indirect. Larsen et al. (2012) defined the direct effects of water as those associated with the intake of free water (e.g., increased chukar Alectoris chukar survival due to chukar water intake [Larsen et al. 2010]). In contrast, indirect effects may include, but were not limited to, exploitative or interference competition with other species or conspecifics, or altered vulnerability to predation (e.g., a decrease in black-tailed jackrabbit Lepus californicus survival may hypothetically be due to an increase in coyote Canis latrans survival or activity near water points engendered by coyote water intake at water developments [DeStefano et al. 2000]).

Investigations on direct effects of water developments on wildlife are sparse. Larsen et al. (2010) found chukars were influenced by water sources only in certain mountain ranges. In a study including a before–after control-impact (BACI) design, Cain et al. (2008) found bighorn sheep Ovis Canadensis were not impacted by reduction of water sources. Hall et al. (2013) observed similar coyote activity in areas with and without water developments and springs despite regular coyote use at water sites, suggesting no direct effect of water consumption for this species. Investigations into the potential indirect effects of water developments on wildlife are also lacking. Cutler and Morrison (1998) found measures of species richness and relative abundance for desert-adapted reptiles, and rodents did not differ in relation to areas adjacent to dry or wet water developments, suggesting that predation rates at sites did not differ or that increased predation was compensatory. Hall et al. (2015) found that native species had fewer visits and spent less time at water sources frequented by exotic horses. DeStefano et al. (2000) observed a negative relationship between leporid (black-tailed jackrabbit and desert cottontail Sylvilagus audubonii) and coyote relative use in relation to proximity to water developments in the Sonoran Desert. Conversely, Hayden (1966) observed that black-tailed jackrabbit relative abundance was higher near water sources in the Mojave Desert, and believed this finding was attributed to leaky or overflowing water tanks supporting patches of vegetation with high levels of preformed water, which was preferred forage for jackrabbits.

The limited, dissimilar, and predominantly observational findings speaking to direct and indirect impacts of water developments on wildlife species revealed the need for additional investigations, especially studies with an experimental component (DeStefano et al. 2000; Simpson et al. 2011; Larsen et al. 2012). Two appropriate candidate species for such a study are the coyote and the black-tailed jackrabbit. Coyotes have been shown to regularly utilize water developments (Rosenstock et al. 2004; Hall et al. 2013), and it has been proposed that physiological constraints and behavioral tendencies make them more likely to utilize and be dependent on free water than other desert-dwelling carnivores (Golightly and Ohmart 1983; Golightly and Ohmart 1984). Specifically, it has been posited that increases in anthropogenic water sources may be responsible for increases in coyote populations in arid regions of the Great Basin (Arjo et al. 2007; Kozlowski et al. 2008). Black-tailed jackrabbits, on the other hand, appear to persist by utilizing preformed water alone (Johnson and Anderson 1984; Woffinden and Murphy 1989; Rosenstock et al. 2004). Populations of these 2 species have been considered ecologically linked; jackrabbits often comprise the majority of coyote diet throughout areas of the western United States (Johnson and Hansen 1979; Kitchen et al. 1999; Kozlowski et al. 2008; Hernández et al. 2011). Coyote populations have also been shown to exhibit functional and numerical responses to changing jackrabbit numbers in certain areas (Clark 1972; Johnson and Hansen 1979; Stoddart et al. 2001; Hernández et al. 2011), whereas other works support the idea that coyotes can limit jackrabbit populations (Wagner and Stoddart 1972; Henke 1995). The overall objective of our study was to elucidate the effects of water developments on 2 desert-dwelling mammals, coyotes and black-tailed jackrabbits. Specifically, we used a BACI design to determine: (1) whether water developments influence black-tailed jackrabbit abundance (e.g., an indirect effect), (2) whether water developments influence coyote activity (e.g., a direct effect), and (3) whether coyote visitations to water developments are reduced following elimination of water availability.

Materials and Methods

Study area

We conducted our research on 879 km² of the eastern portion of the US Army Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) located approximately 128 km southwest of Salt Lake City, in Tooele County, UT, USA (Figure 1). Elevations ranged from 1,302 m to 2,137 m. The study site was in the Great Basin and was characterized as a cold desert. Winters were cold; summers were hot and dry, with the majority of precipitation occurring in the spring. Annual weather, derived from daily averages, consisted of mean air temperatures of 12.69 °C.
horses have taken place on DPG for over 60 years. Coyotes were considered the bobcats _Lynx rufus_ on DPG since the 1980s. (Hall et al. 2014). No predator control program had occurred _Suaeda torreyana_ rabbitbrush, and juniper (Kluever et al. 2016). The dominant vegetation types comprising the study area were shrubland (62%), exotic herbaceous grassland (16%), barren (13%), and pinon juniper woodland (5%; LANDFIRE 2012).

Besides several species from the families Heteromyidae and Cricetidae, the black-tailed jackrabbit was considered the most common mammalian species on DPG and surrounding areas (Eberhardt and Van Voris 1986). Mountain cottontails _S. nuttalli_, pronghorn _Antilocapra americana_, mule deer _Odocoileus hemionus_, and feral horses _Equus ferox_ were also present. Grazing of livestock had not taken place on DPG for over 60 years. Coyotes were considered the most abundant mammalian carnivore on DPG (Kozlowski et al. 2008). Other resident carnivores included cougars _Puma concolor_, bobcats _Lynx rufus_, kit foxes _Vulpes macrotis_, and badgers _Taxidea taxus_ (Hall et al. 2014). No predator control program had occurred on DPG since the 1980s.

**Experimental design and sampling**

We established four 5-km road-based survey transects on which midpoints were adjacent to wildlife water development sites (hereafter wildlife guzzlers [model Dual Big Game, Boss Tanks, Elko, NV, USA]). Guzzlers were installed during 1970–1990. These transects (hereafter proximate transects) served as our treatment transects because they were associated with a water development. The average perpendicular distance of guzzlers from proximate transects was 11.5 m (standard deviation [SD] = 5.6). Average distance between nearest neighbor proximate transects was 4.9 km (SD = 2.5). The average distance from proximate transects to the next nearest perennial water source (i.e., pond, water development, sewage lagoon) was 3.45 km (SD = 0.97, range 2.9–4.9). We used ArcGIS (version 9.3, Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA) to create 4 additional 5-km transects (hereafter distant transects), which were distributed randomly along available non-paved roads with the constraints of occurring on lengths of road with no angles >60°, a minimum spacing distance of 2.6 km from proximate transects, and a minimum spacing of 2.6 km from the nearest perennial water source. This minimum distance was derived from the square root of home ranges for coyotes inhabiting a semi-arid environment similar to our study area (Nelson et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2013). The square root of the home range is a linear measure used to approximate average daily movements of mammals (Bowman et al. 2002) and has been encouraged and incorporated into the spatial design of water development investigations in general and within our study area (Simpson et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2013). Black-tailed jackrabbit home ranges have consistently been reported as being smaller than coyotes (Feldhammer et al. 2007), so we were confident that 2.6 km was a distance greater than average daily movements for black-tailed jackrabbits and coyotes. Proximate transects had the same spacing and orientation requirements as distant transects except for being centrally associated with a guzzler.

We employed a multiple-treatment site, multiple-control site BACI design (Morrison et al. 2001) where we monitored all transects prior to and after eliminating water availability at water developments. BACI designs are considered superior to observational studies because they better account for variability of response and exploratory variables attributed to temporal (e.g., annual precipitation) and spatial factors (e.g., vegetation heterogeneity across study area) that cannot always be controlled and/or accounted for under natural environmental conditions (Morrison et al. 2001). Following recommendations of Morrison et al. (2001) and Smith (2002), we only included variables explicitly associated with our BACI design (e.g., period and transect type) in our analyses. In April 2012, we drained the 4 wildlife guzzlers associated with proximate transects using a generator (model 4000-Watt, Champion Power Equipment, Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA) and submersible pump (model 1/2 HP, Wayne Pumps, Harrison, OH, USA), and drinking portals were covered with plywood. Water levels were checked monthly and we re-drained them if they reached 2/3 capacity. Surveys taking place on proximate and distant transects prior to the water manipulation period were considered the pre-period (September 2010–April 2012), whereas surveys following the water manipulation were considered the post-period (May 2012–August 2013).

We used nocturnal vehicle-based spotlight surveys (Barnes and Tapper 1985) to estimate relative abundance of jackrabbits along the eight 5-km transects. While driving a vehicle along transect at approximately 10–15 km/h, 2 observers scanned their respective side of the road and the road itself with a 3 million candlepower spotlight (Ralls and Eberhardt 1997). Surveys were conducted under clear and calm conditions between 1 h after dusk and 1 h before sunrise for 3 consecutive nights, resulting in a total of 24 separate spotlight counts per survey (i.e., 3 counts for each transect). Spotlight counts associated with each transect were then pooled across the 3

![Figure 1. Study area (1,127 km²), permanent water sites, and survey transects at the US Army DPG, USA, 2010–2013.](image-url)
survey days. The order of transects surveyed in a given night was randomized. Once an animal was sighted the driver stopped the vehicle and the species of leporid was identified. Species, location, distance, and bearing to the animal were recorded for each sighting. Surveys were conducted along the eight 5-km transects previously described. Surveys were temporally spaced so that we conducted 1 survey within each 4-month season based on energetic needs of coyotes: breeding 15 December–14 April, pup-rearing 15 April–14 August, and dispersal 15 August–14 December (Gese and Ruff 1998; Siedler and Gese 2012). Seasonal surveys were randomly selected across the 4-month period. When possible, we performed additional intra-season surveys, with ≥2-month spacing between surveys, during the pre- (2 extra surveys) and post-period (1 extra survey). Spotlight surveys took place between September 2010 and August 2013. Spotlight counts provided an index of relative abundance; the number of jackrabbits observed per transect per night. Investigations utilizing spotlight counts similar or lower survey effort to our own have been shown to.

A combination of our survey effort/design and a seemingly low jackrabbit density during our study (Egoshiue 1975; Eberhardt and Van Voris 1986; Arjo et al. 2007) did not allow for the minimum number of observations needed to robustly estimate absolute abundance using distance sampling (Buckland et al. 2001) or N-mixture models (Joseph et al. 2009). We felt justified in utilizing spotlight counts as an index of relative abundance; they have been utilized to quantify hare and jackrabbit relative abundance across time and space (Moreno et al. 2007; Hernández et al. 2011), and have been shown to be highly correlated with absolute abundance estimates that account for detection probabilities, when data sets are robust enough for such comparisons (Reid and Montgomery 2007; Barrio et al. 2010). We felt that our sampling design, which called for sampling the same transects over time, further justified the use of total counts as a surrogate of abundance, as detectability/sightability issues were likely less influential than if survey transects were spatially unique during each survey season.

We conducted scat deposition surveys along roads of proximate and distant transects (Knowlton 1984; Schauster et al. 2002; Dempsey et al. 2014) to estimate the relative use of coyotes. As a passive technique, scat deposition surveys do not require the target species to investigate an attractant or lure. This may be beneficial, especially with species such as coyotes which can be wary of novel cues and exhibit high levels of behavioral plasticity (Sequin et al. 2003). Surveys were conducted by initially walking the transect clear any scat from the road surface, then returning 14 days later to walk and count the number of scats (Schauster et al. 2002). Following recommendations from Knowlton (1984), each transect was walked in both directions to reduce missed detections of scats. Surveys were conducted along the same eight 5-km transects as the jackrabbit surveys. Scat surveys were temporally spaced in the same manner as jackrabbit surveys. Hence, each survey consisted of 8 scat deposition counts (i.e., 1 scat deposition count per transect). Scat deposition surveys took place between September 2010 and August 2013. We identified coyote scats based on guidelines described in Murie and Elbroch (2005). Scat deposition counts provided an index of use; the number of coyote scats per transect per survey. Scat surveys have been reported as an effective index for tracking coyote use and abundance over time and space (Knowlton 1984; Stoddart et al. 2001), have low mis-identification rates (Lonsinger et al. 2015) and have outperformed other non-invasive surveys for mammalian carnivores (Schauster et al. 2002; Dempsey et al. 2014).

During the pre- and post-periods we monitored coyote monthly visitation rates to the water developments using a sample of adult radio-collared coyotes inhabiting DPG. We monitored visitation of radio-collared coyotes to the water development sites with data loggers (model R4300S and model R2100/D5401, ATS, Isanti, MN, USA) and an omnidirectional antenna following recommendations of Breck et al. (2006). We defined a visit as all data logger record-ings of an individual animal occurring within 30 min at a particular water source (Arwood et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2013). For example, an animal visiting a water source and then visiting the same water source greater than 30 min later was classified as 2 separate visits. Data loggers were calibrated to detect a signal at an average distance of 10 m from the antennae, which were placed 8 m from guzzler drinking portals. The area of signal detection uncertainty (Breck et al. 2006) was <3 m at all data logger sites. We considered all data logger detections as visits to guzzlers.

Fieldwork was approved and sanctioned by the US Department of Agriculture’s National Wildlife Research Center and the US Army’s DPG. Permission to access land on the DPG was obtained from the US Army. Capture and handling protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) at the US Department of Agriculture’s National Wildlife Research Center (QA-1734) and Utah State University (#1438). The Utah State University and National Wildlife Research Center IACUC committees specifically approved this study. Permits to cap-ture, handle, and radio-collar coyotes were obtained from the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (COR#4COLL8322). All applicable institutional and/or national guidelines for the care and use of animals were followed.

Data analysis

We employed generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs; Stroup 2012) to test the categorical main effects of period (pre- and post-manipulation) and transect type (proximate and distant) on the continuous response variables of jackrabbit relative abundance and coyote relative use. Specifically, we tested the impact of water development manipulation by including a period by transect type interaction in our model (Underwood 1992). Within the framework of a BACI design, such an interaction tests for a differential change (i.e., non-parallelism) between impact and control sampling units following some type of manipulation (Underwood 1992). Inspection of raw data revealed non-normality for both data sets. As a result, we fit the following model families: lognormal, Poisson, quasi-Poisson, and negative binomial. Models that did not converge were eliminated and we assessed remaining models based on the generalized chi-square fit statistic (Stroup 2012). For the jackrabbit and coyote data, the final model family used was quasi-Poisson and lognormal, respectively. Though we conducted multiple surveys on each transect for the pre- and post-periods, we collapsed our survey data across surveys to reduce model complexity and better account for residual variance. By doing so, data were analyzed within a balanced split plot in a time model framework (Aho 2014). In order to account for variability among survey transects, and variability among survey transects within treatments, we included a survey transect (i.e., proximate or distant) by period (pre- and post-manipulation) random effect (Demidenko 2013). GLMM analyses were performed using the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS (version 9.4, Cary, NC, USA). Following recommendations of Morrison et al. (2001) and Smith (2002), we only included variables explicitly associated with our BACI design (e.g., period and transect type) in our analyses.
We determined if the number of radio-collared coyote visits to water developments decreased by comparing the number of monthly data logger visitations prior to and following our manipulation. To ensure the visitation data were not biased by sample size, we compared the number of radioed coyotes available for data logger recording each month for both periods. We used a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in SAS for these comparisons. For all statistical tests we interpreted $P$ values in terms of relative evidence of difference (Ramsey and Schafer 2002). Reported means, standard deviations, standard errors, and 95% CIs were derived from the raw data, rather than model driven estimates.

**Results**

Between September 2010 and August 2013, we conducted 7 jackrabbit surveys prior to and 5 surveys following our manipulation. Jackrabbit relative abundance across all surveys averaged 3.07 rabbits/transect/night (SD = 2.60) and ranged from 0 to 19 rabbits/transect/night. We found no evidence that elimination of water at guzzlers impacted jackrabbit relative abundance (period x transect type interaction: $F = 0.41$, $P = 0.54$, df = 1, 6; Figure 2). There was evidence that period influenced jackrabbit relative abundance ($F = 5.76$, $P = 0.05$, df = 1, 6; Figure 2). There was no evidence that transect type influenced jackrabbit relative abundance ($F = 1.40$, $P = 0.28$, df = 1, 6). Average jackrabbit relative abundance before and after manipulation for all transects was 2.68 (standard error [SE] = 0.13) and 3.87 (SE = 0.35) rabbits/transect/night, respectively.

Between September 2010 and August 2013, we conducted 4 seasonal coyote scat deposition surveys prior to and following our manipulation. Overall, coyote relative use averaged 6.01 scats/transect/survey (SD = 5.91) and ranged from 0 to 27 scats/transect/survey. We found evidence that elimination of water at guzzlers influenced coyote relative use (period x transect type interaction: $F = 10.61$, $P = 0.02$, df = 1, 6; Figure 3). The number of coyote scats observed on distant transects increased from 3.50 scats/transect during the pre-period (SE = 1.06) to 5.50 scats/transect (SE = 1.62) during the post-period. Conversely, the number of coyote scats observed on proximate transects decreased slightly from 9.25 scats/transect (SE = 2.79) during the pre-period to 8.50 scats/transect (SE = 1.62) during the post-period. We found some evidence that period influenced coyote relative use ($F = 4.22$, $P = 0.09$, df = 1, 6). There was no evidence that transect type influenced coyote relative use on its own ($F = 2.58$, $P = 0.15$, df = 1, 6). Average relative use during the pre- and post-maintenance periods for all transects was 6.35 (SE = 0.81) and 7.10 (SE = 0.86) cats/transect/survey, respectively.

For the pre-period and post-period, we monitored visitations of radio-collared coyotes at wildlife guzzlers from May 2010 to April 2012 and May 2012 to August 2013, respectively. There was no evidence that the number of radio-collared coyotes (i.e., number available for monthly data logger recording) differed prior to and following water removal ($F = 1.05$, $P = 0.31$, df = 1, 37). The monthly sample size of marked coyotes during pre-period and post-period averaged 18.74 (SE = 0.94) and 20.25 (SE = 1.13), respectively. There was evidence that monthly visitations by radio-collared coyotes to wildlife guzzlers was influenced by the elimination of water ($F = 6.19$, $P = 0.02$, df = 1, 37) with the elimination of water reducing visitation by coyotes (Figure 4).

**Figure 2.** Black-tailed jackrabbit relative abundance (± SE) observed on 5-km proximate and distant to guzzler transects prior to (pre-period) and following (post-period) removal of water availability at guzzlers on the US Army DPG, Utah, USA, 2010–2013.

**Figure 3.** Coyote relative use (± SE) observed on 5-km proximate and distant to guzzler transects prior to (pre-period) and following (post-period) removal of water availability at guzzlers on the US Army DPG, Utah, USA, 2010–2013.

**Figure 4.** Average monthly visitations (± SE) of a marked coyote population prior to (pre-period) and following (post-period) removal of water availability at guzzlers on the US Army DPG, Utah, USA, 2010–2013.
Discussion

Our study was the first to incorporate a resource manipulation design to evaluate the potential effects of water developments on canids and leporids in an arid environment. Overall, we found evidence that abundance of jackrabbits was not indirectly impacted by manipulation of water developments, but found support that our manipulation influenced relative use of coyotes, and that coyote visitations to water developments declined following removal of water availability.

A potential indirect effect of water developments is suppressed populations of prey species of water dependent carnivores (Rosenstock et al. 1999; DeStefano et al. 2000; Simpson et al. 2011). Our findings differ from those of DeStefano et al. (2000) in that we found no evidence of an indirect impact of water developments on black-tailed jackrabbits. This disparity may be attributed to several factors. First, our experimental design may have allowed us to account for sources of bias that can go undetected with purely observational studies (Underwood 1992). For example, if jackrabbit abundance had been greater near proximate rather than distant transects, our BACI design would have allowed us to determine whether any such disparity was attributed to water developments, and not some other factor(s). Second, our sampling design (5-km transects) may have better captured changes in the trend of the jackrabbit population across a larger landscape. Alternatively, the spatial scale of our transects may have been too large to detect differences in jackrabbit abundance occurring at close proximity (e.g., >1 km) to guzzlers.

We found no evidence suggesting treatment type influenced the relative abundance of jackrabbits. This seems contradictory based on visual inspection of the data (Figure 2). This can be explained by the majority of the variation among treatments occurring due to variation at the survey transect level, rather than the transect type level. This likely occurred because proximate and distant transects were not established across uniform vegetation classes. That is, we did not stratify across vegetation classes, or other spatial factors that may have influenced jackrabbit relative abundance. The reason for this was 2-fold. First, DPG contains high levels of vegetation heterogeneity (see methods for full description). As a result, we felt the establishment of transects partitioned by vegetation classes would not have provided sample sizes needed to adequately address our central research questions. Second, efforts aimed at discriminating the role of vegetation on populations of black-tailed jackrabbits, and closely related species, have already been undertaken (Anderson and Shumar 1986; Portales et al. 2004; Hernández et al. 2011). Heterogeneity of vegetation within and across transects likely influenced detection of jackrabbits. However, because we sampled the same transects over time and vegetation communities near transects did not change over the course of our study (i.e., no major disturbance events), we feel our inability to account for detection did not inhibit our ability to detect a water effect.

Jackrabbit relative abundance appeared to be partially driven by temporal factors, as we observed higher relative abundance during the post-manipulation period of the study (Figure 2). It was not our objective in this study to identify the suite of factors influencing the jackrabbit population at DPG, but we speculate that this temporal trend was at least partially a result of a time lag effect between precipitation and jackrabbit abundance. Hernández et al. (2011) reported a positive relationship between the previous 12 months of precipitation and both primary productivity and jackrabbit abundance. Similarly, Ernst et al. (2000) reported rodent abundance was positively correlated to precipitation occurring during the previous season or seasons. Monthly precipitation rates at DPG during 2009 (i.e., a span potentially influencing pre-period jackrabbit relative abundance) and 2011 (i.e., a span potentially influencing post-period jackrabbit relative abundance) averaged 1.14 (SE = 0.25) and 1.96 cm (SE = 0.66), and a precipitation spike of 10.06 cm occurred in May of 2011, 11 months prior to our manipulation (US Army DPG, West Desert Test Center Meteorological Division). Thus, a general trend of increased primary productivity leading up to the post-manipulation period may have resulted in increased jackrabbit reproductive output, facilitating an increase in overall jackrabbit abundance. Further analyses are needed to establish the drivers of jackrabbit abundance at DPG and the Great Basin Desert.

Our data suggested that relative use of coyotes was impacted by water availability with the elimination of water availability at water developments facilitating a reduction of coyote use in areas associated with our treatment (Figure 3). This reduction coincided with an increase in coyote use in areas not associated with our manipulation (i.e., distant transects). This finding partially substantiates the hypothesis that additional free water on desert landscapes may have prompted coyote population increases in the Great Basin Desert (Arjo et al. 2007; Kozlowski et al. 2008) and similar increases for other carnivores in other arid ecosystems (Brawata and Neeman 2011). However, because we measured relative use, and not demography of coyotes, further investigations are required to substantiate this theory. Kluver and Gese (2016) found that resident adult coyotes did not shift or abandon home ranges following the elimination of available free water sources within home ranges. These findings, coupled with our investigation, support the idea that water developments can influence fine scale movements within coyote territories, but are not needed for coyotes to establish or maintain territories. In other words, “coyote use” of free water does not appear to translate to “coyote need” for free water in our study system. It is possible that free water sources are more important to transient and juvenile coyotes, but our study was not explicitly designed to test this possibility.

Our findings differ from those of Hall et al. (2013), despite both investigations encompassing similar spatiotemporal boundaries and utilizing indices of coyote activity. Several mechanisms may be responsible for this discrepancy. First, the behavioral ecology of coyotes may be a driving factor. The sampling technique we employed (scat deposition survey) requires an animal only engage in evacuation behavior in order to be detected/counted. Other sampling techniques, such as scent-station surveys (Hernández et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2013) require that an animal behaviorally react to a novel olfactory cue. Coyotes have been shown to be wary of novel cues (Sequín et al. 2003). As a result, the use of novel cues as part of a sampling technique may introduce sources of bias, especially in a species like the coyote, where variability across the bold/shy continuum occurs (Darrow and Shivik 2009). In addition, human exploitation is often a predominant source of coyote mortality (Bekoff and Gese 2002) with the use of olfactory lures at traps a commonly utilized exploitation method (Bullard et al. 1983) and such efforts are not always successful (i.e., some animals encounter but escape/ elude traps; [Skinner and Todd 1990; Linhart and Dasch 1992]). As a result, olfactory cues intended to serve as an attractant may actually deter a portion of coyotes in a given area due to behavioral tendencies engendered by innate and/or learned mechanisms. Hence, the use of more passive, less behavioral dependent sampling techniques (i.e., scat surveys) may reduce sampling bias. Second, the larger size of our sampling units (5-km transects vs. 3-m plots) may
be more appropriate for capturing activity changes/trends of coyotes. Finally, our manipulation of water developments may have captured an effect that would often go undetected with purely observational studies. Our investigation was not designed to determine the ultimate causes responsible for the reduced relative use that we observed, but rather to test whether water sources are an influential factor. For example, our manipulation may have facilitated abandonment by some resident coyotes, shifts of home range boundaries and space use, increased dispersal rates of juveniles (i.e., a reduction of philopatry tolerance among packs or breeding pairs), reduced fecundity, or a combination thereof.

We observed over a 3-fold reduction in use of monitored water developments by coyotes following elimination of water (Figure 4). Our data on visitations were for marked individuals only, and alone cannot fully explain our relative abundance findings, as visitations were relatively low. Our visitation results would have been buttressed if we could report the same relationship for all DPG coyotes that visited treatment water developments, rather than a radiocollared sample. In addition, determining whether coyote visitations increased at other water sources within the study area following our manipulation would have helped elucidate the importance of free water to coyote populations. Marked coyotes were captured throughout the study area using several techniques (e.g., helicopter net gunning, leg-hold trapping) and efforts were made to mark only 1 individual per social group. In addition, from 2011 to 2012, Hall et al. (2013) recorded 869 coyote visitations (i.e., drinking events) at water developments within a study area that encompassed DPG. This investigation, however, concluded near the onset of our manipulation if we could report the same relationship for all DPG coyotes. Finally, our manipulation of water developments may have provided at least partial evidence that overall coyote visitations to water developments were reduced following our manipulation.

Our study was one of the first to utilize a study design with a resource manipulation component in order to determine the effect of water developments on wildlife (Cain et al. 2008). Though we did not determine an indirect effect of water developments on black-tailed jackrabbits, our findings revealed a differential change in coyote activity in relation to elimination of water. In addition, we observed that visitations of coyotes at water sources were reduced following our water manipulation. At first glance, our findings suggest that coyote populations may be affected by water developments, but caution is warranted. First, falsely equating statistical significance to biological relevance is a real and seemingly often ignored risk in ecological investigations (Martinez-Abrain 2008). Second, Kruëver and Gese (2016) provided evidence that free water availability is not a requisite habitat component for resident coyotes, but were unable to determine the influence of water developments on coyote space use within territories. Lastly, despite their common validation (Hopkins and Kennedy 2004; Kays et al. 2008; Barrio et al. 2010) indices of abundance and use can be problematic (White 2005; Edwards et al. 2014). As such, we recommend future investigations on the effects of water developments on individual species and ecological interactions incorporate absolute estimates of abundance, rather than indices, into their study design. When possible, such studies should also incorporate fine scale spatiotemporal data and population vital rates.
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